
Empowered Leaders, Hans Finzel, Thomas Nelson Inc, 2002, 1418558060, 9781418558062, 224
pages. Is leadership really about the rewards, excitement, and exhilaration? Or the responsibilities,
frustrations, and exhausting nights? Hans Finzel takes readers on a journey into the lives of the
Bible's great leaders, such as Moses, Abraham, Jesus, unearthing powerful principles for effective
leadership in any situation. This powerful guide to developing the skills needed to become a
successful leader poses some penetrating questions that force us to take an honest look at
ourselves and our intentions in being a leader. . 

Christian Leadership II: Modeled after Jesus Christ , Dr. Leon van Rooyen, , , . .

Unlocking the Scriptures Three Steps to Personal Bible Study, Hans Finzel, Feb 1, 2003, Religion,
192 pages. This book will lead the reader through the inductive Bible study process, showing how to
study the Bible for oneself. With this tool, Christians can learn to apply God's Word ....

The Top Ten Leadership Commandments , Hans Finzel, Mar 1, 2012, Religion, 256 pages. Based
on the life and legacy of Moses, Hans presents ten scriptural principles that can revolutionize your
business, your ministry, even your life. The life of Moses provides a ....

Missionary Methods St. Paul's Or Ours?, Roland Allen, 1962, Religion, 179 pages. Rolland Allen's
classic offering of an old-new approach to mission work. Profoundly biblical, Allen's "methods" are
drawn from a scrupulous examination of St. Paul's own ....

Business Proverbs Daily Wisdom for the Workplace, Steve Marr, 2001, Religion, 255 pages. A
well-timed question can shake us out of complacency, and a good proverb will help us think, obey,
improve, and succeed. Combine these elements with the wisdom of the Bible ....

Leadership your way play the hand you're dealt-- and win, Kim H. Krisco, Jul 1, 1995, Business &
Economics, 169 pages. Leadership Your Was explores ten leadership initiatives -- acts every
successful leader performs. From reading this book, you'll learn to leverage natural strengths,
manage ....

And God Chose Dreams To Elevate Our Mind and Thoughts During Times of Change, Michael L.
Mathews, May 24, 2010, Psychology, . People around the world are experiencing dreams and
visions at an alarming rate. And God Chose Dreams gives valuable insight on why dreams are
increasing at this alarming rate ....

Developing the Leaders Around You How to Help Others Reach Their Full Potential, John Maxwell,
Aug 7, 2003, Business & Economics, 224 pages. Dr. John C. Maxwell is committed to more than
just being a leader-he's also committed to nurturing and mentoring thousands of potential leaders
around him. This passion is what ....

Faces in the Dawn , Hermann Hagedorn, 2008, Fiction, 328 pages. PREFACE. THE Author of this
very practical treatise on Scotch Loch - Fishing desires clearly that it may be of use to all who had it.



He does not pretend to have written ....

Never Offer Your Comb to a Bald Man Leadership Tools for the New Century, Alexander J. Berardi,
2001, Business & Economics, 176 pages. A new approach to leadership and management urges a
service-oriented approach and instructs readers in the finger points of implementing it. Original.
25,000 first printing ....

The Top Ten Ways to Make Your Wife Crazy and How to Avoid Them , Hans Finzel, Donna Finzel,
Jun 1, 1996, , 190 pages. This engaging new book from the Finzels explores the ten most common
ways men aggravate their wives. The authors assert that if a husband follows conventional wisdom
and most ....

Empowering Leadership , Larry W. Dennis, May 1, 1993, Business & Economics, 282 pages. This
book offers a blueprint to building a strong, effective, and dynamic management team whose
members are empowered to succeed. The fifteen leadership principles show the ....

Change is Like a Slinky 30 Strategies for Promoting and Surviving Change in Your Organization,
Hans Finzel, Jan 1, 2004, Business & Economics, 336 pages. A practical guide to navigate change
in today's organizational climate. Change or perish: this is a current motto for leaders in all types of
organizations. But how does one ....

God Coming Face to Face With His Majesty, John MacArthur, Jr., 1993, , 192 pages. In God:
Coming Face to Face with His Majesty, John MacArthur chisels away centuries of cultural residue
from our understanding of who God is, revealing the glory and majesty of ....

The Church The Body of Christ in the World of Today, Edward L. Hayes, Dr Charles R Swindoll, Roy
B. Zuck, Mar 1, 1999, , 311 pages. Dr. Hayes' passionate love for the Bride of Christ inspires his
urgent call in these pages for us to restudy the doctrine, duties, and discipline of the Church from a
biblical ....

Is leadership really about the rewards, excitement, and exhilaration? Or the responsibilities,
frustrations, and exhausting nights? Hans Finzel takes readers on a journey into the lives of the
Bible's great leaders, such as Moses, Abraham, Jesus, unearthing powerful principles for effective
leadership in any situation. This powerful guide to developing the skills needed to become a
successful leader poses some penetrating questions that force us to take an honest look at
ourselves and our intentions in being a leader.

Hans W. Finzel, has been the President of WorldVenture since 1993. WorldVenture (Formerly CBI)
is an international mission agency headquartered in Littleton, Colorado, that has placed 600
missionaries in over 65 countries. Before going to the home office, Hans spent 10 years in Vienna,
Austria, working in leadership training in Eastern Europe. Hans is a graduate of Columbia
International University, Dallas Theological Seminary, and the Fuller School of Intercultural Studies.
Hans and Donna have four children and live in Littleton, CO.

I am a Finzel fan. Full Disclosure: I took a doctoral course from him in January '04 called "Leading
Change." While we studied the usual suspects (Collins, Kotter, et. al.), the fact is very few of them
have done what they are writting about. For me, at some point, I get tired of hearing from the
"experts" (who are excellent, no doubt about it) & I want to hear from the generals in the field; I want
to hear from the guys who have been there & done it. Finzel is such a man.

This book was worth its money in my opinion for chapters 1, 2, and 3 alone! In the first three
chapters, Finzel writes from a plethora of leadership experience on "the leader", "the task", and "the
person". He deals with several issues that most other "Christian leadership/management books"
don't, such as leadership doubt (10), and the work on the organizational structure that a leader must
do (23-24). To me the first three chapters were what set this book apart and were the unique
contributions of this book to a market swamped with leadership books saying mostly the same



things (not that we don't need to hear it!). The rest of the book was great as well, but the first three
made the book excellent...definitely a worthwhile read!
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